Abstract: This paper focuses on developing a simulation model for the analysis of natural gas gathering pipeline network system. The simulation mathematical model of the pipeline element and non-pipeline element in natural gas pipeline network is established, the implicit difference method is used to change the partial differential model into the finite difference equations. In order to determine the unknown pressure and flow parameters, the Newton-Raphson solution technique is applied to solve the model. The simulation model is used to analyze the pipeline network in a gas field. The result simulated comparing with the actual parameter showed that the developed simulation model enabled to determine the parameters with less than 5% relative error. And we can see from the simulation results that: the pressure in each pipeline does not exceed the allowable pressure, the pressure drop is small in the pipeline network, and the flow in part of pipeline is very small. Therefore, we can adjust the gas transmission scheme, and increase the gas transmission volume properly.
INTRODUCTION
The gas gathering and transportation system is consists of gas gathering pipeline networks of the field, gas transmission pipelines and gas distribution networks, which combines gas gathering, gas purification, gas storage and gas distribution. It is estimated that the length of the gas pipeline in China will be close to 100,000 km in 2015. With the continuously growing development and demand scale of natural gas, the natural gas pipeline network system gradually becomes much bigger and more complicated, which makes it much more difficult to understand and master the operation law of the pipeline system. After completion of the pipeline project, the pipe structure parameters cannot be changed, while there is some contradiction between the gas production and the gas utilization due to the inhomogeneity of gas consumption. How to allocate the gas supply scheme of the natural gas pipeline network system, exploit the gas transmission potential to the greatest degree, guarantee the continuous production of the gas field, so as to obtain the maximum economic benefits; when pipeline leakage or compressor station outage occurs, how to adjust the gas transmission scheme and ensure the safe operation of the pipeline network system; when extending and reconstructing the pipeline network system, whether or not the newly-built or extended pipeline will affect normal operation of the system, all these problems above need to be solved by pipeline simulation technology. At present, there are two aspects to simplify the network simulation: Simplify the network model or use a new algorithm. This paper followed the second approach, which using the implicit difference method to solve the simulation model.
THE SIMULATION MODEL OF THE NATURAL GAS PIPELINE NETWORK
The basic elements of the gas gathering and transportation pipeline network system are pipeline, node, station and etc. When gas flows through these elements, the relative basic equations for mass conservation, energy conservation, momentum conservation and thermodynamics should be obeyed.
The equations for mass conservation, energy conservation, momentum conservation while gas is flowing in the pipeline are as follows [1] [2] [3] : 
The Simulation of Natural Gas Gathering Pipeline Network In which: The unknown variables are , P , T , h , M in the above three equations. It is needed to supply two equations, the state equation and enthalpy equation are as follow:
If there are non-pipeline components in the pipeline system, the influence caused by non-pipeline components on the flow must be considered. The non-pipeline components include compressor, valve and some local resistance devices, the flow model can be described by the inlet pressure ( P in ), outlet pressure ( P out ) and flow rate ( M ), its general form is:
In addition, according to the law of mass conservation, the flow rate of flowing in and flowing out at any node n must be equal at any time, then
In which:
M nk = absolute value of flow which component k connected to the node n flows in (out) node n L n = flow which node n exchange with outside (inflow as positive, outflow as negative) In addition, the pressure near the node at two ends of each component is equal to the node pressure.
THE SOLUTIONOF THE SIMULATION MODEL
Because of the compressibility of the gas, the unsteady flow of natural gas in the pipeline is a slow transient process which is different from liquids, the requirement on time step is not strict when using center implicit difference method, it is convergent at any time step. And in the process of simulation, the value of time step can be long or short, which increases the flexibility of simulation and shortens the computing time required of the simulation process. As shown in Fig. (1) , the plane composed of pipeline and time is gridded by step x and t , the difference equations of the partial differential equation (1), (2), (3) In the four grid nodes in Fig. (1) , the unknown variables
The center implicit difference method is to apply the unsteady flow equations to the center point of four-point grid in finite difference form, namely:
(14)
Substitute (8) to (16) into equation (1), (2), (3), and obtain the difference equation of continuity equation:
The difference equation of motion equation is as follow:
( )
The difference equation of energy equation is:
i=0, 1, 2,…………N 1 , node number of pipe section j=0, 1, 2, …………N 2 , computing time level
= t x …………ratio of mesh
The above three central difference equations are established for the center point of the mesh in Fig. (1) , and the object establishing difference equations is the mesh rather than grid point. If the pipe section of study is split into many small sections, then in (t,t + t) period of time, we can obtain a series of meshes along the x-axis direction in x t domain, where each mesh corresponds to a subdivision pipe section. By establishing three central difference equations for each mesh, we can obtain a difference equation group corresponding to (t,t + t) period of time for all meshes, the equation group contains only time t and variable values of all grid points at time t + t . If known the values of each grid point at time t , the equation group can be solved with the boundary conditions, and obtaining the variable values of each grid point at time t + t .
In order to solve them easily, the equations (17) to (19) can be written as:
where M i , M i+1 , P i , P i+1 ,T i ,T i+1 are the unknown variables on time level, the frontal analysis shows that a closed equation group can be composed by the equations (17) to (19) of each mesh, flow balance of node (7) and boundary conditions, the Fig. (2) . Structure of pipeline network. closed equation group is a nonlinear equation group, and can be solved by the generalized damping Newton-Raphison method.
APPLICATION
As shown in Fig. (2) , the natural gas pipeline network is consists of 11 nodes (J 1 to J 11 ), 12 pipelines (L 1 to L 12 ), 3 intake points (IN 1 to IN 3 ) and 8 outlet points (OUT 1 to OUT 8 ), the length and diameter of each pipeline are shown in Table 1 , the flow of each outlet point and the pressure of each gas source are shown in Table 2 . The input flow of each gas source and pressure of user are obtained through simulation analysis, Table 2 shows that the minimum pressure of pipeline network is 2.9782MPa, the maximum flow of intake point is 136 10 4 m 3 /d, the pressure in each pipeline does not exceed the allowable pressure, the pressure drop is small in the pipeline network, so the utilization is low, the network can transport more natural gas. Therefore, it is sufficient to meet the demand of new users along the line for gas in the next few years by adjusting the gas transmission scheme.
The results of the simulation model were compared with the actual parameters, which shown in Table 3 . The relative error for each nodal pressure is between -2.77%and 0.40%.
CONCLUSION
The natural gas pipeline network system is large and complicated; it is difficult to master the operation law of the pipeline system by conventional method. In order to simulate operation parameters accurately and efficiently, a simulation model was developed by incorporating the pipeline element and non-pipeline element. The Newton-Raphson solution technique was applied to solve the model, and the result simulated comparing with the actual parameter showed that 
